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 Yes, we are already one step inside of the new ‘’world order’’. The 

paradigm in social/economical/political life, in science, culture, technology, will 

be changed in cardinal way. The world of our close future will be very different 

of our current world (existing during last few centuries). We’ll be never the same, 

in social plan, we’ll be another species of human beings.  

 On the Quantum Wave of Evolution of Life – described by me in my books 

and articles, and revealed to me by the Super Mind of the World – God – there 

are quantum knots (maximums and minimums) where substantial changes of 

quality of life happen. These qualitative changes don’t happen in one day or one 

year, they encompass some period of time relatively very short in regard to 

normal slow evolution of life in the frame of existing controlling life period. On 

Figure 1-5 in my article The Universe of Life one can see that the minimum 

(catastrophe) on the curve of evolution happens in around 2014 A.D. 

 

 The catastrophe is not pinned down strongly to this time-point. The short period 

of time of catastrophe is located between this minimum-catastrophe and next 

maximum (blossoming of the transient sub-period):  somewhere in the middle, 

starting 2020 A.D. and forth. Now we live at this dangerous time. Coronavirus is 

one of the natural disasters which will destroy the fundaments of the old world 

order and will pave the way to a new world order which never existed before in 

the history of human civilization. No more free market society, no more old 

mathematical physics of Einstein, and other fathers of contemporary official 

physics, no more official dogmas about essence of life and how it started, no 

more existing human moral of money and greed to have it, no more culture of 

the current and previous two-three centuries,… EVERYTHING WILL CHANGE IN 

CARDINAL WAY!!! Humans of tomorrow will be different, another social species.  

. 



All great catastrophes in the history of life are connected with global 

warming and other drastic changes of the Earth’s climate. Catastrophic natural 

disasters contribute to the destruction of the old dominant species plants and 

animals and contribute to the creation of environmental conditions favoring 

development and the sustainable existence of the new more progressive species 

or economical/social orders. Living creatures, who are condemned to leave the 

stage of Life, are undergoing irreversible biological negative changes in their 

organisms which lead to their mass extinction. The immune system of these 

living creatures, which are condemned to death, is shattered – they cannot 

successfully fight diseases anymore, which were easy to overcome in the time of 

their ―legal existence on Earth, and so they die in large numbers. The same 

happens with social forms of life – human societies. 

 As was mentioned in my article ‘’God Warns the Human Kind’’, 

especially important and severe are changes of paradigm during the ‘’great-great 

catastrophes’’!  Now we live in the VIII th great-great catastrophe!!! Terrible 

time, time of sorrow, of pain, of great losses of life and existing human values.  

 

During the IInd great-great catastrophe which happened about 230 million 

years ago - the so-called ‘’Permian-Triassic mass-extinction’’ – were eliminated 

over 95 % of species.  Some of the species that disappeared were the trilobites, 

the corals with developed nerve, digestive, and muscular systems (bryozairs), 



and the brachiopods. Only two hundred species out of approximately 30,000 

survived. This cleaning of the slate may have led to an ensuing diversification. 

The first reptiles appeared round the First Catastrophe. 

At IVth great-great catastrophe (about 1.5 million years ago) Homo Habillis 

and Homo Erectus appeared. They were a transition chain between Humanoids 

and Archanthropuses. Homo Habillis already had many human features. Both 

Homo Habillis and Homo Erectus shared the destiny of their predecessor; at the 

time of the first (great) catastrophe of the Fourth Life Period they disappeared 

in the stomach of a new hunter– the Pithecanthropus. Or, more likely, global 

cooling was the underlying cause of their mass-extinction. An important 

phenomenon was the appearance of spoken language – a powerful tool on the 

road of progress. The Pithecanthropus started exchanging information with 

those of their kind using sound signals. Exchanging of information between 

members of the human tribe was the first milestone (turning point) on the road 

leading to the appearance of the civilized man. 

The VIth   great-great catastrophe is a boundary separating Homo Sapiens 

from Civilized Man. It is natural to assume that the beginning of Human 

Civilization was related to some kind of qualitative jump (revolution) in the field 

of labor and culture. Most likely the moment of the reclamation of the fertile 

land along the three great rivers in Africa and Asia (Nile, Euphrates, and the 

Indus) by cattle breeders and tillers was the beginning of Human Civilization. This 

qualitative jump is also linked with the construction of an irrigation system which 

led to a rapid increase in labor productivity. Indeed, productivity and 

corresponding economic relations are at the very basis of the qualitative 

differences between the different periods of Human Civilization. The first traces 

of an irrigation system found date back as far as the end of the Fifth millennium 

B.C. This time coincides with the time-interval of the first great catastrophe of 

Sixth Period of Life. The increased labor productivity led to a decrease of the 

number of people involved in the production of food and the appearance of 

craftsmen: weavers, potters, shoemakers, ship-builders, etc. Society was 

differentiating, and the class of exploiters appeared. The qualitative changes in 

the manner of production affected the spiritual life of people. The religious 

temples became the center of spiritual life. These were rich economies and their 

management and trade required a writing system. Cuneiform writing appeared 

circa 3500 B.C. in Sumeria (Mesopotamia). 



After VIth   great-great catastrophe evolution of life continued in social plan. 

Biologically contemporary human beings are the same like the Cromagnon Man. 

This quantum period of life is last in the chain of evolution of life. Civilized Man 

is the most advanced form of life! There will be no more biologically different 

each from another forms of humans in the evolution of life! After him – end, 

death of the life, death of the world-universe! Duration of this period is about 

6,000 years! Now we are at only half century from the final end of the world!  

Social evolution of Civilized Man encompasses several quantum periods 

which are separated by great catastrophes.  The first great catastrophe of the 

Vth Life Period occurred at about the middle of the 14th century. The 'black 

death' (bubonic plague) reduced considerably the population in Europe. Every 

third Europian died from this cruel disease. In Europe and Asia, the plague killed 

75 million people in only three years. Europe was also devastated continuously 

by wars (the Hundred Years War - 1337 - 1453; Muslim Invasion of Europe in 

particular; Mongolian emperor Genghis Khan devastated Asia and East Europe 

(13th century); the Mongolian conquest tradition was continued by Tamerlane 

(14th century).  

At the beginning of 14th century, an enormous interest in science, culture, 

and technology erupted in Europe. The Renaissance started in Italy. Some great 

achievements and names of this époque are: Giotto (painter, 1266 - 1337 A.D.), 

Leonardo da Vinci (painter and inventor, 1452 - 1519), Rafael (painter and 

architect, 1483 - 1520), Michelangelo (painter and sculpture, 1475 - 1564), Dante 

Alighieri (poet, 1265 - 1321),...., many others.  

The decline of the absolute feudal monarchies started before the first 

blossoming of the Fifth Period of Life. They were gradually destroyed by the 

victories of the first anti-feudal uprising in Netherlands (1609 A.D.), England 

(1649 A.D.), China (1644 A.D.), etc. In Russia Peter the Great abolished old feudal 

rules and created modern country (1700 - 1721). 

The evolution of the second part of the first sub-period (1869 - 1929) was 

dominated by the creation of parliamentary monarchies and republics. Machine 

production appeared just before the first blossoming of the first sub-period (in 

1737 A.D.), marking the start of Industrial Revolution in Europe. Feudal relations 

were replaced by the capitalist system of production. This time (by 1929 A.D.) 

was époque of classical capitalism. The second catastrophe of the Fifth Period of 

Life was marked mostly by the 'great depression' in 1929 A.D. The Second World 

War broke out soon after (1939). 



Second sub-period of the Fifth Period of Life was (already is finishing) the 

époque of modern capitalism (free market capitalism). The transition period 

2014 A.D. – 2048 A.D. will be a time of destruction of the old dominant 

social/economical/political order of capitalism. The destruction of the capitalist 

social order already started. Like the previous great catastrophe (only great), this 

great-great catastrophe started with coronavirus pandemic attack. Other natural 

disasters will contribute to full destruction of current capitalistic order! This 

catastrophe will be more severe than the great catastrophe at the middle of 14 

th century because it is ‘’great-great’’ catastrophe! The world after this ‘’great 

tribulation/catastrophe’’ will be different, very different actually, of the world 

we know now, and lived in so far. New paradigm in science will kill the existing 

one. Our views about beginning, evolution, end, connection of life with 

inanimate matter will be shattered and replaced by new dogmas based on 

newphilosophy! New scientific great prophet will teach the final Word of God! 

 



And because the speed of Absolute Time of the Universe is accelerating in 

exponential mode toward the End of the World (at about 2068 A.D.), these great 

changes in the quality of Human Civilization will be much shorter in duration than 

the 2-3 centuries in the previous social period of life – ‘’feudalism to capitalism’’. 

This transition period will last one-two decades only! After approx. 2048 A.D. 

we’ll live in another social world. 

 

In this article I will consider mainly the new upcoming energy paradigm. 

The seeds of the new energy paradigm are born in the prеvious  period of 

social evolution of our Human Civilization – the Free Market Society – the final 

stage of the system of capitalism. 

 In physics and chemistry, the law of conservation of energy states that the 

total energy of an isolated system remains constant; it is said to be conserved 

over time. This law means that energy can neither be created nor destroyed; 

rather, it can only be transformed or transferred from one form to another.  

The Law of Energy Conservation is ‘’proven’’ mathematically without to 

take in consideration quantum limitations working in some extreme quantum 

conditions. Validity of this universal physical law is investigated and ‘’proven’’ 

experimentally only in ‘’normal’’, non-quantum conditions. In this article there 

will be shown that this physical law can be violated when it is in contradiction 

with some quantum world constants, quantum laws, quantum principles. 

Official science doesn’t know about the existence of quantum material 

objects. Contemporary quantum mechanics, in fact, micro-quantum mechanics, 

is mathematical theory based on few known by current physics quantum 

constants: Planck’s constant, speed of light in vacuum, elementary electrical 

charge, elementary magnetic charge. There is no philosophy in this absolutely 

mathematical theory. Conclusions derived from this theory are considered to 

reveal/explain all truths in the micro-world. However, our real world is not built 

on the rules of mathematics. This ‘’great’’ theory ignores (just doesn’t know) 

the relations of inanimate world/universe with animate world (life on Earth) 

and the Supreme Mind of the world – God. In my General Quantum Mechanics 

(Theory of Everything) I explained these relations/connections.  

Beside individual material (and spiritual) bodies in the universe – known 

by official academic science – there exist quantum material bodies which are 

unknown to official science. The world/universe – both inanimate and animate 



– is governed by world constitution and world physical laws. Like our human 

society. World Constitution consists of: quantum constants, quantum laws, 

quantum principles. There are also quantum material bodies which values of 

parameters coincide/obey strongly with the rules/elements  of  quantum 

constitution. 

Quantum Constitution cannot be violated in no one single act of material 

activity. Physical/chemical/biological activities can be violated ONLY when they 

are in contradiction with some element of quantum constitution. Example: 

Magellanic Clouds (satellites of our Milky Way Galaxy) violate physical Law of 

Gravity because their gravitational attraction (acceleration) toward Milky Way 

Galaxy is smaller than the quantum constant acceleration a0 (discovered by 

me). The same happens with US cosmic probes Voyager 1,2 and Pioneer I,II. 

As considered theoretically by me in my books and articles, and proven   

with numerous my experiments, ball lightning represents quantum macro-

object that obey elements of quantum constitution ignoring some physical 

laws. Especially useful for energy generation is the fact of violation of Law of 

Energy Conservation.  Yes, ball lightning can generate free quantum energy 

without use of any primary energy source! Rules of behavior, energy 

calculations, valid for normal non-quantum material objects, don’t work for this 

unusual macro-quantum object!  

 Second fundamental deception of contemporary official physical science 

is the claim about nuclear source of energy of our sun and other massive 

cosmic bodies in the universe. Official science claims that nuclear fusion is the 

source of sun's energy. At the core of sun, where temperature and pressure are 

very high, hydrogen nuclei fuse into helium nuclei and release energy in form of 

gama rays. All stars die, and eventually — in about 5 billion years — our sun will 

die, too. Once its supply of hydrogen is exhausted, the final, dramatic stages of 

its life will unfold, as our host star expands to become a red giant and then 

tears its body to pieces to condense into a white dwarf. 

This claim is wrong!!! False! The fusion energy of our sun and all massive 

bodies in the universe is NOT THE INNER SOURCE OF ENERGY OF THEIR BODIES 

THAT MAKE THEM SO HOT FOR BILLIONS OF YEARS! This claim is just an excuse 

for the poor basic dogmas accepted by university scientists. 

Fusion of heavy hydrogen nuclei produces helium and electron neutrino. 

Like in hydrogen bombs. Nobody, in no one earth’s laboratory, observed fusion 



of light hydrogen nuclei. Yet, official science, in order to save its corrupted face, 

claims that it is possible fusion of light hydrogen nuclei due to some imaginary 

weak reactions. However, there is big problem with this hypothesis. The solar 

neutrino problem concerned a large discrepancy between the flux of solar 

neutrinos as predicted from the sun's luminosity and measured directly. 

And official science, as corrupted it is, invented another lie-hypothesis:  

Solar neutrinos can change their personalities or types during their journey to 

the earth’s detectors. Such change of personality (flavor) can happen only if all 

three known types of neutrino have mass in rest. That’s another lie – there are 

no convincing proves (measurements) about mass of neutrino).  

  There is no such thing as ‘’missing neutrinos’’ because there is no such 

thing as ‘’fusion of light hydrogen’’ in the sun and all massive bodies in the 

universe!!! Different types of neutrino are massless and they cannot change 

their flavors!!! 

My explanations of these two fundamental problems (deceptions) in 

physics are following below! They are supported by numerous experiments 

conducted by me during more than three decades and are based on God’s 

Revelations. They are Words of God!!!  

Read my article ‘’The Two Great Deceptions in Physics and Cosmology’’’. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SOcD9QEVwyjYINAiBLGUqTDI-j4GAh0n/view 

 

First time I observed phenomenon of formation of super dense hot quantum 

plasma in my ‘’cold fusion’’ experiments. If light water is used, we have the 

same effect. Ordinary, not heavy, hydrogen nuclei, never fuse each with 

another! It’s a pure imagination, a speculation, of some scientists that such 

fusion is possible due to weak nuclear interactions. 

At the beginning of 1990-ies, in my lab in Sunnyvale, California, I found 

by pure chance, alloy SmCo5 which absorbs, like crazy sponge, ordinary 

hydrogen gas under pressure – from hydrogen bottle-cylinder. Fraction of 

second after the start of saturation of the SmCo 5 sample with hydrogen gas, 

its temperature raises to the melting point! The process of free energy 

generation stops because of destruction of the structure of the metal lattice. 

Some small pieces of destroyed sample can continue to produce ‘’cold fusion’’ 

effect until they are destroyed to powder. At some critical - for triggering 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SOcD9QEVwyjYINAiBLGUqTDI-j4GAh0n/view


quantum process of generation of free quantum energy -  (saturation of metal 

lattice with hydrogen) the distance between two neighboring H atoms becomes 

smaller than the ‘’allowed’’ by physical laws (more precisely by Planck’s 

constant) distance for compact liquid or solid bodies. The assembly of 

hydrogen atoms becomes super-dense plasma. Hydrogen atoms surrender 

their electrons to the common electron cloud. At this moment the quantum 

effect of violation of Law of Energy Conservation becomes operational! In 

nature every stable material body is in state of internal balance. The pressure 

upon the hydrogen compressed assembly of ions (electrons and atomic nuclei – 

protons) is balanced (equalized) by the internal pressure created by the chaotic 

motion of ions (mostly by light electrons) which energy of electrical repulsion 

is, in fact, free quantum energy. Can ‘’cold fusion’’ be a limitless source of free 

quantum energy? Possibly, but only if rapid changes within crystal lattice of 

‘’cold fusion’’ active metals or alloys, do not lead to destruction of this lattice. 

In Varna, Bulgaria – 2012-2013, I observed phenomenon of compression 

of liquid electrolyte (sea water). Later, in China – 2013-2015 – I observed the 

same phenomena.  

  When ball lightning is formed, its 2-D nucleus destroys the space in the 

place of its appearance. Like with scissors the space is cut off from this place. 

As a result, ball lightning nucleus exercises tremendous pressure (pressure that 

cannot be created on earth with conventional methods) on the walls of the 

chamber.  We know that liquids are not compressible – due to Planck’s 

constant. But very strange thing happens: liquid electrolyte is compressed 3-4 

times in volume! What happens with this liquid? Obviously water molecules are 

destroyed into ions of hydrogen and oxygen. Electrons become free floating 

particles in this unusual quantum super-dense plasma. To balance the external 

pressure of ball lightning nucleus, ions and free electrons must move (in all 

directions) with very high speeds due to electrical repulsion of equally 

electrically charged ions. Especially free electrons, as very light particles, are 

moving at very high velocities and create counter-pressure balancing the 

external pressure upon this plasma. What is the source of energy that make 

ions to move so fast? For sure it is not some chemical or nuclear energy! 

Mother Nature resorts to violation of Law of Energy Conservation only when 

other ‘’legitimate’’ resources are not available in its disposal. In fraction of 

second the super-dense plasma is heated (due to violation of physical law of 

energy conservation) to very high temperature – several hundreds, or more, 

oC. Quantum Free Energy is what is generated in this super-dense quantum 



plasma!  When ball lightning disappears, the so much compressed liquid (now 

super dense plasma) is jumping up back from the vessel like strongly 

compressed spring. The friction between this very fast moving up material stuff 

and the walls of the vessel (chamber) make the whole vessel to move up 

(jump), like frog, at one foot at least. Because of this free quantum heating 

additional evaporating of the liquid is observed. After quantum state of liquid is 

over, another material (restored to a state of liquid water) jumps out of the 

vessel - fountain of warm water flashing out of the vessel. 

Kinetic energy of this fountain is a free quantum energy!  

The Source of Energy of stars and other massive bodies in 

the universe 

As was considered above in this publication, measurements and 

theoretical models of the ways of heating stars with nuclear energy 

are ABSOLUTELY NOT CONVINCING!!! Just an excuse for official 

science’s ignorance about energy processes happening in the core of 

cosmic massive bodies (massive planets, stars, galaxy nuclei, 

quasars,...). 

And because Official Science has nothing available, but nuclear 

energy, in its energy arsenal to explain so powerful energy that heats 

the stars and other massive bodies in the Cosmos, it uses its last 

discovered major energy (nuclear fusion) to explain - with lies and 

tricks - the powerful source of the stars. On another hand, the 

absolute believe in universal validity of the Law of Energy 

Conservation is a second reason not to consider another options for 

solving the problem of energy of stars. 

In the core of the sun there exists permanently tremendous 

pressure due to gravity of its huge mass! In these extreme conditions 

hydrogen can exist ONLY in state of ‘’quantum super-dense hot 

plasma’’!!! This plasma is producing the free energy of sun 

permanently, non-stop!!! Because of monstrous temperatures in the 



core of sun, beside high energy photons, neutrino of different flavors 

can be generated too!  

So, there will be no moment – after 5 billion years, as theorized 

by conventional scientists – when all amount of light hydrogen will be 

burned out into ashes – helium – and the sun will collapse due to the 

gravitation of its enormous mass. And, released huge gravitational 

energy of the collapse will create conditions for monstrous explosion 

– sun will become ‘’red giant’’. And then – collapse to ‘’white dwarf 

star’’. Poor, wrong conventional science!!! 

Quantum free energy of super-dense-hot plasma that exist in 

the core of our planet is heating also its stuff – lava! Neither energy 

of gravitational collapse, neither decay of unstable atomic nuclei are 

responsible for the very high and constant temperature of the Earth’s 

core!  

https://youtu.be/Ok6jbh4vMz8 

The ARTEKS quantum free energy project 

In my house in Boyana-Sofia, Bulgaria, I created modest lab in 

the ground level of the building. With financial help from 

construction company ARTEKS and my own investment I created the 

FIRST IN THE WORLD QUANTUM FREE ENERGY GENERATOR 

ARTEKS- I.  

 

https://youtu.be/Ok6jbh4vMz8


 

 

 

Our working team of two people – me and my electrical engineer 

Evgeny Beev (very capable specialist) -, with very little money and a 

lot of labor, was created what is the longtime dream in the field of 

free energy.  



During my long R&D – more than 30 years – I discovered, 

investigated, created theory, and harnessed different technologies of 

generating quantum free energy from artificially created ball 

lightning. During this long period of time which started in Bulgaria at 

1988, I got technical help from different specialists – electricians and 

mechanical workers. I consider and appreciate the most the technical 

help of my current helper Evgeny Beev who participated in my 

projects in Canada (a little more one year), Varna-Bulgaria, China (for 

three months), and now in Bulgaria again. His contribution in the 

project is significant. 

 

Not to mention the very good help, both technical and moral, 

from my dear wife Angelina. 

 

Before to start the project ARTEKS I I had choice between three 

working QFE technologies created by me: ball lightning nucleus with 

constant very high temperature (hundreds – thousands oC, or more), 

ball lightning – giant macro-atom generating tremendous wild 

electrical current due to Pauli’s quantum principle, ball lightning 

nucleus – 2-D material formation destroying space under its 2-D 

surface, ball lightning generating macro-nuclear energy, ball lightning 

helps create tremendous pressure (impossible to be created with 

current technological methods) over liquids transforming them into 

unknown by contemporary official science state of matter – super 

dense very hot plasma – which can generate very powerful flow of 

extremely energetic photons (also powerful lasers), and many others. 

I choose what was affordable financially for me in Bulgarian 

conditions: ball lightning ‘’2-D object destroying the space at the 

place of its appearance and creating tremendous pressure and free 

kinetic energy with very big over-unity. 

And I created this generator. See the photos and video below. 



 

 

 

 



 

 



Tests on the QFE generator ARTEKS I show that huge output 

kinetic energy is generated. Much, much higher than the input 

electrical energy. More than I expected. The problem is to convert 

this energy into useful – electrical, for example - energy. We used 1-2 

MW ordinary water turbine. This method was successful from one 

side, and unsuccessful from another side. ARTEKS I generator 

produced huge kinetic energy but water turbine was broken because 

of too big pressure on the blades. See the photo below. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

So, I decided to use Tesla turbine instead. And here, coronavirus 

came! Now I’m confined in my house, without money for my project 

and living, in danger to be arrested by police if going outside in the 

city. As old man, I have legal window of three hours/day to hunt food 



and medicine for my diabetеs. Temporarily I put the project on hold. 

So close to the final triumph! 

 

Coronavirus infects human body not only in direct contact with 

the body as doctors claim. There is another more efficient and more 

dangerous way of infection. Quantum infection! Viruses are created 

and can replicate themselves only in living cells. They represent some 

dangerous combination of genes from DNA spiral. At the time of 

quantum catastrophes on the Quantum Wave of Life (and in 

particular Human Civilization) God can initiate (in a quantum way, not 

directly) spontaneous creation of dangerous micro-organisms in the 

human bodies: bacteria or viruses. Infection is controlled from 

outside (by God) and can be transferred from person to person also 

indirectly by quantum way. All measures of limiting spread of 

coronavirus by severe isolation of people each from another can be 

useless if God decides to kill significant part of human population in 

order to destroy the current dominant social-economical order – in 

this case capitalism. Nobody, nothing, can fight God! Political and 

medical ‘’experts’’ in the world are destroying the economical 



foundations of capitalism, unknowingly, by severe unnecessary, 

useless, measures. Capitalism is its own gravedigger. 

Secrets of QFE from ball lightning and from super-dense 

quantum plasma were revealed to me by God. This final energy gift 

from God is to save life of many people. The great tribulation just 

started with the coronavirus. QFE is not for business, and not to 

make some people extremely rich. 

Current mentality of contemporary people is shaped by the so-

called ‘’American Dream’’ – become very rich in expense of others, 

working people. The time of “American Dream’’ is over! Now we are 

entering new social order – I called it ‘’Supreme Democratic Human 

Society’’. Or whatever people will call it later. 

Anonymous man from USA – most likely spying for some 

powerful energy company – attacked me through YouTube with 

proposals for free information about my project. When I refused to 

provide him free information on my project he became very 

aggressive and insolent. I wrote to him: ‘’Mister Anonymous, I lived in 

the USA 30 years, I know dishonesty of your kind, and I will not allow 

you to come to my lab for free spying, or to give you specific 

information about my QFE project. This movie is already old for me. I 

saw it many times in America.’’ In the anonymous’ last words I see 

signs of threats. I don’t care, I’m not afraid of them, they cannot fight 

with God! Those people with huge money in their pockets can 

manipulate everything on earth, create any kind of lie, pay for Nobel 

Prize for their fake inventors/scientists plagiarists. Like Nobel Prize 

for literature given to the singer Bob Dylan – American Jew. But, I 

don’t care. This old era is coming to end. We are just entering new 

era in the evolution of Human Civilization.  New paradigm and new 

world moral will be established by God on Earth! Quantum Free 

Energy and other quantum technologies will create safety and 

comfortable life for all people on our planet! I consider myself as 

happy man to live – from the beginning (almost) to the end – in the 



last exploitive human society (Free Market Capitalism), and to see 

the dawn of the last stage-era in the evolution of human civilization. 

Thanks God!!! 

Boyana-Sofia, Bulgaria. 

March 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


